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How can you make the scholarship of Fuller professors and other evangelical leaders available to the members of your church? One way is to introduce them to Encounter With God, a quarterly guide to daily Bible reading and prayer published by SCRIPTURE UNION. Introductory copies are available on a first come—first served basis to the Fuller community at the reception desk. The editor of Encounter with God is a Fuller graduate, Mr. Clifford Swanson; Dr. Arthur Glasser is on the Board of Scripture Union; and some of the Fuller professors who have written for Scripture Union are: Drs. Bush, Glasser, Hubbard, LaSor and Martin. RST

On Tuesday November 20, a film entitled, "The Gospel Road" will be presented in the Lecture Hall, at 7:30 p.m. Its a Jesus film produced by Johnny Cash that includes his music as well as additional selections by Kris Kristofferson, John Denver and Joe South. The film received laudatory reviews in both Time and Newsweek. As of yet, the film hasn't been shown in commercial theaters, so we have a rare opportunity to preview a major film release. Refreshments will be served. The film is being provided by Mel White and his class Theology Through Film. DT

* * * * * * * * *

SPORTS

FIFL

W  L
RED  4  0
BLACK  2  2
GREEN  2  2
BLUE  2  2
GOLD  1  3
WHITE  1  3

SCORES

BLACK  35  BLUE  28
RED  40  WHITE  18
GOLD  40  GREEN  6

TOP SCORERS

Greg Headington  26 pts.
Mike Douglas  14 pts.
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